
 

Significant elements graphics: 

 

1. PASCAS UNIVERSITY   5,000 student campus 

 

2. PASCAS SANCTUARY HOSPITAL 300 beds, 12 operating theatres 

 

3. MOVIE CITY    6 studios, 4 production houses, 3D facility 

 

4. PASCAS MUSEUM – JOURNEY of HUMANITY  3 day visitation 

 

5. SANCTUARY PARADISE VILLAGE accommodation and permaculture 

 

6. PASCAS VILLAGE HUB   shopping and administration offices 

 

7. PASCAS LIBRARY and COMMUNITY FACILITIES  university to public facility 

 

8. PASCAS THEATRE – AUDITORIUM (900 seating capacity) 

 

9. CHALDI TAFE COLLEGE  technical and further education 

 

10. CHALDI COLLEGE    primary, middle and high school 

 

11. CHALDI CHILD CARE CENTRE pre-school 

 

12. PASCAS PARADISE GARDENS  various nationalities represented 

 

13. SPORTING FIELDS   for university, school, residents and community 

 

14. PASCAS VILLAGE AQUATICS   Olympics and world championships 

 

15. PASCAS CENTRE for ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES 20 hectare industrial research 

 

16. SUPER MEDICAL CLINIC  diagnostics and annexed to hospital 

 

17. PASCAS TELEVISION and INTERNET  global communications 

 

18. PASCAS RESIDENCES  for medi-hotel, movie production, students and sanctuary 

 

19. CAR PARKS undercover provisioning all elements – pedestrians and bicycles considered 

 

20. SITE WORKS to set the stage and foundations for all of the above. 

 

All of these elements have major subsets, all of these elements inter-link.  They need to be 

harmonised and the environment moulded and presented to be in harmony and at peace with the 

overarching objective – global awareness that this is where humanity is ending the 200,000 year 

long Rebellion and Default and how to live Feelings First, should you so please.  Our free will is 

sacrosanct and is to be honoured and respected at all times.  And then is the GRAND OPENING! 
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PASCAS VILLAGE – FIVE SEGMENTS with a HUB:  Preferred Option being A 

 

1.  PASCAS UNIVERSITY 

 

Campus for 5,000 students, with a 

comprehensive subject range, that 

demonstrates and leads to global 

implementation of Feelings First education at 

all levels and in all subjects, having been re-

aligned to engage with Feelings First way of 

living. 

 

2.  PASCAS SANCTUARY HOSPITAL 

 

300+ bed private hospital with specialist 

medical suites to provide full range of high 

end medical and surgical services.  Super 

Pascas Care Medical Clinic – lead and 

training centre. 

 

Such a hospital facility would provide tele-

medicine support facilities throughout the country and neighbouring environment. 

 

3.  MOVIE CITY 

 

Five major film studios with additional studios for 3-dimensional and graphic productions.  Focus 

includes Feelings First theme and educational films.   

 

4.  PASCAS MUSEUM – JOURNEY of HUMANITY 

 

Pascas Park takes us back one million years – brings us to today – then takes us on throughout 

our spirit journey to Paradise and introduces us to our future purpose.  A three day visitor 

edutainment experience. 

 

5.  SANCTUARY PARADISE VILLAGE 

 

Outside of structured platforms, individuals and families will be able to immerse themselves in all 

of what Pascas has to offer without constraints or obligations.   

 

PASCAS VILLAGE CENTRE HUB 

 

Community shops such as local delicatessen, groceries, range of restaurants and whatever is 

deemed appropriate.  Theatre with seating for 900+ guests.  Library for the community with 

meeting rooms to service needs of the four elements as well as local regional residents. 

 

Pascas Child Care, Pascas School and Chaldi TAFE for the community and neighbouring 

residents.  Short, medium and extended term accommodation.  Student accommodation, medi-

hotel sector, film makers accommodation and short term Sanctuary Paradise lodgings. 

      4 
 

5  3 

 HUB 
 

   1   2 
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PASCAS VILLAGE – FOUR SEGMENTS with a HUB:  Option B  
 

1.  PASCAS UNIVERSITY 

 

Campus for 5,000 students, with a comprehensive 

subject range, that demonstrates and leads to global 

implementation of Feelings First education at all levels 

and in all subjects, having been re-aligned to engage 

with Feelings First way of living. 

 

2.  MOVIE CITY 

 

Five major film studios with additional studios for 3-

dimensional and graphic productions.  Focus includes 

Feelings First theme and educational films.   

 

3.  PASCAS SANCTUARY HOSPITAL 

 

300+ bed private hospital with specialist medical suites 

to provide full range of high end medical and surgical 

services. 

 

Such a hospital facility would provide tele-medicine 

support facilities throughout the country and 

neighbouring environment. 

 

4.  SANCTUARY PARADISE VILLAGE 

 

Outside of structured platforms, individuals and 

families will be able to immerse themselves in all of 

what Pascas has to offer without constraints or 

obligations.   

 

PASCAS VILLAGE CENTRE HUB 

 

Community shops such as local delicatessen, groceries, 

range of restaurants and whatever is deemed 

appropriate. 

 

Theatre with seating for 900+ guests.  Library for the 

community with meeting rooms to service needs of the 

four elements as well as local regional residents. 

 

Pascas Child Care, Pascas School and Chaldi TAFE for 

the community and neighbouring residents. 

 

Short, medium and extended term accommodation.  

Student accommodation, medi-hotel sector, film makers 

accommodation and short term Sanctuary Paradise 

lodgings. 

HUB 

HUB 
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PASCAS VILLAGE – FOUR SEGMENTS with a HUB:  Option C 
 

1.  PASCAS UNIVERSITY 

 

Campus for 5,000 students, with a comprehensive subject 

range, that demonstrates and leads to global 

implementation of Feelings First education at all levels 

and in all subjects, having been re-aligned to engage with 

Feelings First way of living. 

 

2.  PASCAS SANCTUARY HOSPITAL 

 

300+ bed private hospital with specialist medical suites to 

provide full range of high end medical and surgical 

services. 

 

3.  PASCAS MUSEUM – JOURNEY of HUMANITY 

 

Pascas Park takes us back one million years – brings us to 

today – then takes us on throughout our spirit journey to 

Paradise and introduces us to our future purpose.  A 

three day visitor edutainment experience. 

 

4.  SANCTUARY PARADISE VILLAGE 

 

Outside of structured platforms, individuals and families 

will be able to immerse themselves in all of what Pascas 

has to offer without constraints or obligations.  Super 

Pascas Care Medical Clinic – lead and training centre. 

 

PASCAS VILLAGE CENTRE HUB 

 

Community shops such as local delicatessen, groceries, 

range of restaurants and whatever is deemed 

appropriate. 

 

Theatre with seating for 900+ guests.  Library for the 

community with meeting rooms to service needs of the 

four elements as well as local regional residents. 

 

Pascas Child Care, Pascas School and Chaldi TAFE for 

the community and neighbouring residents. 

 

Short, medium and extended term accommodation.  

Student accommodation, medi-hotel sector, film makers 

accommodation and short term Sanctuary Paradise 

lodgings. 

 

Preferred option A is combining B & C within this one location. 

Site elements are to consider regional requirements. 

HUB 

HUB 
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1.  PASCAS UNIVERSITY 

 

Tutoring other students and practical 

experience are by far the greatest learning 

experiences.  Life is about experiences and 

expressing what we feel from those 

experiences.  We are to express what we feel 

at all times. 

 

Every opportunity is to be provided for 

small groups of students to gather and 

discuss between themselves and ‘tutor’ each 

other.  Presentations in formal education 

venues is to engage students to contribute to 

the presentation.  The lecturer is to slowly 

enable himself to become redundant. 

 

Meeting pods, pits, inside and out, 

balconies, garden settings, protected for all 

weather, in configurations for around 12 

people are to be plentiful. 

 

The mind is to second to our feelings, not 

the way it is today – mind dictating.  Our 

truth is our feelings.  This will require a 

refocusing of the structure of every subject.  

This will require the profound realisation 

that we have been led from birth the wrong 

way – the mind limiting and dead-end way. 

 

Pascas University is to be able to support 

most students from around the world with 

scholarships, some with accommodation and 

even living allowances.   

 

Pascas University is to introduce to the 

world the New Way, this will be assisted by 

the refocusing of subject material in a 

manner that students can consider the mind 

way or the feeling way of living. 

 

To achieve a universal spread then all core 

subjects are to be facilitated and that 

potentially suggests a campus of 5,000 students or more.  This will be further expanded by MOOC 

(massive open online courses) through internet learning. 

 

Consequently, this form of presentation will also extend to the TAFE platform (technical and further 

eduction), high school, middle school, primary school and pre-schooling, always being sensitive and 

focused upon the needs of the student and their ages. 
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MULTIMEDIA 

MOVIES AND 

MUSIC 
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2.  PASCAS SANCTUARY HOSPITAL 

 

Firstly, treat the cause rather than just suppress the 

symptoms.  Few have come to understand that our 

childhood suppression – that begins at conception 

through to age six years – is the underlying cause of 

all our illness throughout our adult life to death. 

 

Feeling Healing is a process that benefits all within 

the family.  The more Feeling Healing that we engage 

in directly benefits our children, thus over generations 

we can progressively achieve whole of life health and 

wellbeing. 

 

None of us are free of depression of some degree and 

form – depression is a consequence of our childhood 

suppression and ongoing repression – we live our childhood throughout our adult life. 

 

The Sanctuary Hospital will also include a super medical clinic.  All of the facilities and professional 

services are to be structured to support tele-medicine throughout a desired region. 

 

Sanctuary Hospital and Super Clinic, being next to Pascas University, is to be considered as a training 

hospital to support health carers in remote and emerging communities and as required throughout all 

locations within a given area. 

 

With 300 beds and up to 12 

operating theatres, coupled 

with a super clinic and its 

diagnostic systems, this  with 

telemedicine for a large 

region of the world is a major 

medical facility. 
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3.  MOVIE CITY 

 

Six sound studios, typically 48 metres by 32 metres and being 15 metres or 18 metres high, are all 

impressive structures.  Add to this the broadcast studies, the four production houses and the 3 

dimensional production unit, this is a complex facility for production of film.  Then there are the prop 

assembly factories and storage facilities to support the studios. 

 

Part of the dynamics is that a large array of educational and entertainment material is to be produced 

engaging multi-ethnical casts providing multiple languages.  This is a production program that will not 

have the barrier of language and cultures frustrate the viewer’s needs.  Productions of material will be 

for educational as well as entertainment in most of the humanity’s significant languages. 

 

The dissemination of information, guidance and awareness of Pascas WorldCare is about life style – a 

life style that is essential to bring about the Great U-Turn for all of humanity.  What do we mean by the 

Great U-Turn?  It means every family within every community of every country is to have the 

opportunity to consider the gifts to humanity that has become known.  That gift is living feelings first 

rather than allowing one’s mind dominate, and then to heal the damage that generations of mind 

domination has subjected us all to. 

 

The establishment of 

Chaldi College as a 

Massive Open Online 

Courses (MOOC) will 

require large volumes of 

educational material to be 

assembled as internet 

ready.  Chaldi College is 

to have a global campus 

of around one million 

students and is to 

primarily focus upon 

impoverished 

communities with the 

needs of women 

prioritised. 

 

Pascas Media Movie City 

is to have its own 

television station which 

will be internet driven. 

 

Pascas Media Movie City 

is to have its own radio 

stations which will be a 

local community service 

as well as internet 

accessible. 
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4.  PASCAS MUSEUM – JOURNEY of HUMANITY 

 

The Journey of Humanity is to commence nearly 1,000,000 years ago with the life of Andon and Fonta.  

Then we progress to 700,000 years ago with the assignment of the System Sovereign and Earth’s 

Planetary Prince.   

 

The introduction of the six skin colourings 500,000 years ago through the Sangik Family in north-

eastern India and the following migration and reduction of colours through war. 

 

The Rebellion by Lucifer and the submission of 37 humanities including Earth 200,000 years ago. 

 

Meanwhile there are cyclical earth change events – micro-novas – and the redevelopment of the human 

race every 12,000-13,000 years.  There have been prior larger populations than today, in some respects, 

some civilisations were more advanced than today’s civilisation, but not overall. 

 

The arrival of Adam and Eve more than 38,000 years ago (three pole-shifts back?) and their history. 

 

Machiventa Melchizedek (4,000 years ago), Jesus and Mary Magdalene (2,000 years ago), and the 

setting of the stage for the Avonal Age of the coming 1,000 years, thus the ending of Jesus and Mary’s 

age and their involvement with Earth these past 2,000 years. 

 

What the introduction of the Avonal Age is all about, what the Feeling Healing is and what it leads to, 

that nothing of the systems founded under Lucifer will withstand the Light of Truth that is now coming 

about.   

 

What is our purpose of being incarnated on Earth is about?  How we can embrace a way of living 

through our Feelings that is ever so freeing and bountiful?  These and more to be answered. 

 

What our journey through the spirit Mansion 

Worlds will entail.  Then our journey through the 

three Celestial Heavens, and then through 

Nebadon and all the way to Paradise. 

 

We are to become Finaliters, what this means and 

then what may unfold for us. 

 

 

This may be a three day visitation for the indepth 

visitor.  There will be additional modules to 

‘refresh’ the experience annually.  

 

 

Te Papa's Gallipoli:  New Zealand National 

Museum in Wellington, created with help from 

Weta Workshop, was opened 18 April 2015.  

With its popularity having pulled in more than 2.5 

million visitors by 24 April 2019 (four years), the 

decision was made to keep it open until at least 

Anzac Day 2022.   
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5. SANCTUARY PARADISE VILLAGE  

 

Short term accommodation is to 

provide living quarters for those 

engaged within the Pascas University, 

Pascas Sanctuary Hospital, Movie 

City and for those who seek an 

introduction to Living Feelings First 

within a Paradise Village environment 

before moving to a Paradise Village 

for a longer experience.  

 

Permaculture and intensive small 

cropping is a feature of self-sufficiency that will be facilitated throughout all Pascas Villages.  It is a 

village environment and children will find that they truly have a very large extended family – it takes a 

village to raise a child. 

 

Pascas provides the knowledge base.  Pascas Village provides the platform that functions on the sum of 

the knowledge base.  In short: access to the sum of the knowledge base is always by choice. 

 

Village-ism is the process of physically creating and maintaining all applicable knowledge contained in 

Pascas so all explicit and tacit knowledge is owned by ‘villagers’.  Thus, communication and 

collaboration proceeds by synergistic effect of feelings first. 

 

By understanding how all the facets of Pascas fit together, each facet helps the new way of living with 

everyone’s knowledge and talents contributing.  Consequently a short term stay within a Pascas Village 

enables a thorough rounding of all the facets that are presented and accessible to all, that has been shared 

by our invisible friends, the Celestials, for all of Earth’s humanity since 31 May 1914. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“It would be so good to include some Anastasia influence by landscaping the whole village with living 

forests and by that I mean planting only trees and plants that can be used for living.  Planting fruit trees 

and bushes, herb gardens, sourcing Siberian Ringing Cedars so the nuts can be harvested and eaten as 

well as an oil production from the Cedar nuts, harvested in the way Anastasia details.  Every plant used 

in the village can be eaten as you walk around, picking yourself raspberries, strawberries, chives, herbs, 

apples and so on.  Oh my God I would love that, just to be walking around and picking an apple off the 

tree and eating it so fresh or using the pine nuts and oil on my salads after buying them from the 

PASCAS PINE NUT PLANTATION.  Everything you could possibly need all within the Garden. 

Pascas Garden of Eden, a living garden maintained by horticultural students at the University.”    Sam 
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PASCAS VILLAGE CENTRE HUB 

 

People from far and wide, from different cultures and customs will be resident, short term to medium 

term, at Pascas Village.  Consequently the guest’s traditions and customs are to be acknowledged 

through the provision of beverages including coffee and tea, breakfast cuisine, national dishes, thus 

requiring the equipping of kitchens to accommodate for the different food preparation methods.  Kitchen 

administration will need to be appraised of guests’ origins and preferences.  Kitchen stores will need to 

be adequate to hold more diverse and wider ranges of ingredients as well as utensils and equipment. 

 

Pascas Café is an open kitchen as well as a Meeting House, a coffee and tea hub, a bake house, with the 

ability and capacity to consider and provide Asian, Indian, European cuisine, thus to be able to provide 

for travellers’ preferences.  There will be popular food options with “Fresh is Best” branding. 

 

Food diversity is to be available outdoors as well as indoors.  

 

The village hub is to provide the traveller with 

the satisfaction and fulfilment that he or she 

desires without the need to leave Pascas 

Village to find what they long for.   

 

The mix of stores and services within the 

village hub are to be assembled to 

accommodate the daily needs of several 

thousand people who may come to the 

complex daily. 
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COMMUNITY LIBRARY – GALLERY potential façade looking onto parkland: 

Also to be next to the auditorium – theatre. 
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COMMUNITY THEATRE – AUDITORUM 900 seating – looking onto parkland: 

Also to be next to the library – gallery. 
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GLOBAL PRESENTER can converse to 24 individuals anywhere in the world in their language 

simultaneously.  They can respond in their own language and it is received in the language of the 

presenter: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that this presenter is writing on an interactive ‘board’ that is conveyed as per the screen: 
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CONVERSATION PIT 

CONVERSATION POD 

 

BECOMING TUTORS! 
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Technical and Further Education 
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Children Tutoring Each Other! 
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Stained Glass Art:  White building – featuring vibrant colours! 
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PASCAS VILLAGE AQUATICS 

 

 

 

 

 

Whitewater Slalom 

Length 320 m (1,050 ft) 

Drop 5.5 m (18 ft) 

Slope 1.7% (91 ft/mile) 

Flowrate 14 m3/s (490 cu ft/s) 

Pumped 5 of 6 pumps 

 

Flatwater Rowing Course 

Max. length 2,300 metres (7,500 feet) 

Max. width 170 metres (560 feet) 

Average depth 5 metres (16 feet) 
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PASCAS – Paradise Village is an adjunct for the world headquarters.  Paradise Village is to be a 

residential arrangement for those who intend to focus and live feelings orientated.  Pimpama Village is 

to be the global administration and innovative education centre to dynamical demonstrate the 

innovations and advances that have been revealed to Pascas throughout its formative years.  Now it is to 

deliver these to the world in multiple formats as well as supporting the application of these evolutionary 

advances throughout the world, involving every nation and community as and when they welcome us. 

 

A centre piece of Pimpama Village is Pascas University.  It is to be a campus that is to expand up to 

25,000 students in support of all nations from around the world.  The first phase of Pascas University is 

to accommodate 5,000 students with a teaching faculty of 500 educators (1 / 10 ratio) and this teaching 

faculty may have a support crew of around 330 (60 / 40 ratio).   

 

Many of these students, educators, support crew and Pascas administration may be accommodated in 

homes to be part of Pascas Village.  Pascas is a Light House of Truth, consequently, the vibrancy and 

radiance of the structures is to be nothing short of dazzling. 

 

As it is an education centre for the World, being a demonstration of what has been revealed to Pascas 

over the past decades, the Pascas University is to be complemented with a technical and further 

education campus (TAFE), a craft creations centre that is focused upon cottage industries and skills for 

men and women as well as their children, high school, middle school, primary school, pre-school and 

child care centres.  The movie studio complex may include six sound stages plus auxiliary facilities. 

 

Then there is to be a 400 bed private hospital with around 20 surgical operating theatres that will also be 

a training centre to support medical services and facilities throughout the Pacific Island Nations and 

elsewhere as appropriate. 

 

As you can see, this is potentially is an instant community of possibly around 10,000 people who mostly 

will come to Pascas Village from overseas to accomplish their education and training before returning to 

their home country to carry on, partly in Pascas facilities to be established there. 

 

A unique feature of Pimpama Village will be the minimum of 8 lane Olympic rowing course that will be 

140 metres in width, 3.5 metres in depth, and is required to be for races of up to 2,000 metres having 

provision to assemble to race and then slow down after the race, its length needs to be at least 2,350 

metres.  All boat classes can row in mild winds, up to 10mph (16klmh).  If the wind is out of the east or 

west, it can blow up to 15 mph, and you may still be able to row, though it will be rough. If the wind 

speed is in the 15-20 miles per hour range from any direction, you are best off staying on shore.  The 

volume of water is equivalent to 460 Olympic swimming pools!  This will create a major water feature 

that is to be taken advantage of by the people living on location during their endeavours with Pascas.  

Venue capacity was 16,000 for Tokyo Olympics – mostly at the finish line. 

 

Many gathering points and socialising opportunities will be provided as well as the required catering and 

services along this boulevard – thus buildings being multi-use in construct. 
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The far side of the rowing course may provide the white water rafting competition course and many of 

the sporting facilities for the education units (university, school, hospital, community, etc.).  These 

facilities will be of standards most suitable for international competition. 
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PASCAS VILLAGE CENTRE for ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES  

A land area of around 20 hectares (50 acres) is required to establish an Industrial Research Park forming 

a Centre for Advanced Technologies (CATs) – one of several collaborating around the world. 
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PASCAS SANCTUARY VILLAGE GARDENS: 

 

Gardens are to feature various nations and be considered appropriate for movie making settings: 
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MULTIMEDIA 

MOVIES AND 

MUSIC 

Students of the Pascas University may 

consider evolving a major musical 

production to be staged upon the opening of 

a ‘Pascas Village’.  Such production to excel 

in the qualities of the Rocky Horror Show, 

Jesus Christ Superstar and the Coronation of 

King Charles III and Queen Camilla.  The 

stage show being then played on all of the 

continents upon respective openings of 

further centres, and then even Broadway! 

 

The students from within the faculty of 

Multimedia, Movies and Music to write the 

script, the music and choreograph the show.  

They may engage symphony orchestras to 

participate.  Outside musicians and 

entertainers to be engaged for prominent 

parts but students mostly to make up the 

caste.  Opening of the show and participants 

to involve students from all over the region 

in which the complex is within.  Students 

are to officiate and be responsible. 

  

Multiple sequels: 
“New Way” 
“End Times” 
“Spirit Earthing” 
“Pathway Home” 
“Never Ending Journey” 
 


